
Audit evidence: types of evidence

and working paper documentation
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An overview of the relationship among financial statements, managements assertions, audit procedures,

and the audit report.
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Audit procedures
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How audit procedures relate to management assertions

Existence and

occurrence

Auditors may rely on observations: physical inventory, equipment and fixed

assets. Verify account receivables balances with customers.

Completeness Potential understatement of liabilities and expenses. Review clients's

transactions with vendors for the whole year.

Rights and obligations Do a title search, confirm an account receivables

valuation Allowance for doubtful accounts, bad debt expense. Valaution of inventoryto

ensure it is carried at the lower of cost or market value.

Statement presentation

and disclosure

Transactions are included in the correct account and amount.
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Basic concepts of audit evidence

the nature of audit evidence

Corrroborating audit evidence includes both written and electronic information such as cheques,

records of electronin transfers, invoices, contracts, minutes, confirmations, and written representations,

also it includes information gathered through enquiry, observation, inspection, and physical

examination.

The sufficiency of audit evidence

Auditors rely on evidence that is persuasive rather than convincing because; a) an audit must be

completed in a reasonable amount of time and at a reasonable cost, b) auditors most often rely on

evidence that is not perfectly reliable.

The appropriateness of audit evidence

Evidence is considered appropriate when it provides information tha tis both relevant and reliable.

relevant What does it have top do with the management assertion being tested

reliable Can the evidence be trusted:

1. independence of the source

2. effectiveness of internal control

3. auditor's personal knowledge
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Exercises
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For each of the following audit procedures, indicate which type of evidence is being gathered:

1. physical examination

2. reperformance

3. documentation

4. confirmation

5. analytical procedures

6. enquiries of client personnel or management

7. observation
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